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Abstract: We present an 0( N log N) algorithm for the simultaneous evaluation (at all N points of a uniform mesh) of 
a function conjugate to a periodic spline. The algorithm is based on the attenuation factor theory and makes use of the 
FFT. It can be applied to other function classes with known attenuation factors also. For the approximation by 
functions conjugate to splines of odd degree we state several optimality criterions and error bounds. 
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1. Introduction 
Let L, denote the Hilbert space of square integrable 2T-periodic real functions. .For X E L, 
with complex Fourier coefficients yk the conjugate periodic function (or Hilbert transform with 
respect to the circle) KXE L, is defined by having the Fourier coefficients 
Sk= -i sign(k)yk, v’k E z, (l-1) 
cf., e.g., [22]. (We always use the complex Fourier coefficients although numerical computations 
can be done more efficiently with the real ones.) K is called the conjugation operator. The 
standard numerical method for computing KX is based on the interpolation of X at N = 2n 
equidistant points by a trigonometric polynomial T of degree n. Its coefficients can be obtained 
by a fast Fourier transform (FFT), another application of which yields simultaneously all the 
values of KT at the same meshpoints [7,17,20,21]. Unfortunately, the approximation of KX by 
KT may be very poor if the Fourier series of X does not converge fast enough. 
In this paper we point out that for many other classes of approximants $ the conjugate 
periodic function K~#I and its derivatives can be evaluated on the given uniform mesh or a finer 
one nearly as efficiently, provided that some constants Kk (depending on the class and the mesh, 
but not on the data) have been computed in advance. Our approach is based on the theory of 
attenuation factors (see [13] and the references given there, including [4,12,14,28]). In particular, it 
applies to (possibly deficient) periodic spline interpolants and to smoothing by spline functions. 
For both cases we state explicit formulas for the factors Kk (Sections 5 and 6). Moreover, for 
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these classes we establish in Section 7 the optimality of KC#I in the sense of the theories of 
Sard-Schoenberg [31,33], Golomb-Weinberger [16], and Schoenberg-Reinsch [29,30,31,34], re- 
spectively. (Optimal properties of certain other approximations to the conjugation operator have 
been discussed by Brass [6] and Knauff and Kress [23].) 
Error bounds for the conjugate function of spline interpolants and its derivatives are given in 
Section 9. In particular, we verify that most of Golomb’s bounds in [14] remain valid. 
Further results given include a necessary and sufficient condition for K+ to have the same 
attenuation factors as + (Section 4) and two methods to deal with functions X having step 
singularities (Section 8). 
The conjugation process presented here, with spline interpolants or smoothing splines as 
approximants, has been applied with great success in the numerical solution of Theodorsen’s 
integral equation of conformal mapping, see [18] for numerical experiments. Other possible 
applications include: related methods of conformal mapping [19], the numerical evaluation of 
Schwarz’s integral, and the solution of Riemann-Hilbert problems on the disk [19]. 
2. Prerequisites: attenuation factors 
Let II: be the real N-dimensional vector space of N-periodic real sequences x = ( xk)pC _ oo, 
and II; the real vector space of N-periodic conjugate even sequences c = ( ck)T_ _ o. (with 
ck = Z_k E C). The discrete Fourier transform (OFT) [8,21] 
9N: x-c, where ck := - k f xj e-2niik/N, VkEZ, 
J-1 
(2.1) 
is an isomorphism of nf: onto flN. ’ The FFT allows one to execute TN and G1 by only 
0( N log N) multiplications. 
By @ denote the real Wiener algebra of continuous real valued 27-periodic functions having 
an absolutely convergent Fourier series. The nondiscrete Fourier analysis operator 9 maps @ 
one-to-one onto the subspace of conjugate even sequences y = ( yk)c;P= _ o. E I, of Fourier coeffi- 
cients of $ E @, 
2n 
(p(s) eeiks ds, Vk E Z. 
On III: and @ the shift operator E is defined by 
(Ex>k := xk+t, VkEZ, VXEI’I;, (2.2a) 
(E+)(s):=$~(s+(rr/N), VSER, V+E@, (2.2b) 
respectively. 
Let P: II; + @ always be a linear operator with the following properties: 
(T) P is translation invariant: PEx = EPx, Vx E II;; 
(S) P preserves symmetry about 0, i.e. Px is an even (odd) function if x is an even (odd) 
sequence; 
(U) P(. . .) 1, 1, 1,. . .)T = 1. 
Then, owing to-property (T), the DFT c := FNx of x and the Fourier coefficients y :=s+ of 
+ := Px are related by [13, Theorem 3.11 
yk=rkck, VkEZ, (2.3) 
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where the attenuation factors T/, are independent of x: 
7:= (rk):=N9-PeEI, (2.4 
with e := (e,), ek := 1 if k = 0 (mod N), ek := 0 otherwise. According to Remark 2 in [13, p. 3821, 
which remains true if P is not an interpolation operator, assumption (U) implies 
7()= 1, Q,I= 0, VjE Z\(O). (2.5) 
From (S) one concludes (cf. [13, Remark 31) 
r/,=r_kE[W, VkEE. (2.6) 
Relation (2.3) is even characteristic for a linear translation invariant operator P: If P: 
II: + @ is an operator such that (2.3) holds for any y :=SPx and c :=gNx, generated by some 
XEII;, and if the coefficients rk are independent of x, then P is necessarily linear and 
translation invariant [13, Theorem 3.21. 
Let us denote by 6 := (@k)T= _ m the mesh of equidistant points 8, := 2ak/N. In the following 
x E I$ will often be a sequence of values xk := X( 6k) of some 2a-periodic function X evaluated 
on 6. P is called interpolation operator iff (Px)( 8,) = xk, Vk E Z, or, briefly, (Px)( 8) = x. For 
an interpolation operator, the well-known formula (e.g., [13, p. 381]), 
ck = E yk +jN 3 VkEZ, (2.7) 
i= -_oo 
holds, which explains the aliasing effect. Relation (2.3) then implies 
5 ‘k+jN =l, VkEZ. (2.8) 
j--m 
For example, if $ is the broken line interpolant, then r/, = (sin ok/ok)*. Many more examples 
are given in [13]; some of them are cited below. 
3. The evaluation of the conjugate function on a mesh of equidistant points 
For m 2 0 let C” denote the space of m times continuously differentiable 27-periodic real 
functions. Set D” := dm/d t* and @” := { X E C” : D”XE @). Moreover, let n := 1 N/2] (i.e., 
N = 2n if N is even and N = 2n + 1 if N is odd), and, for some fixed positive integer V, let n’ 
:= 1 vN/2]. Also, let P (defined in Section 2) now satisfy P( II;) C @” for some m 2 0. By 
making use of the attenuation factor theory we readily obtain a simple but fast algorithm for the 
simultaneous evaluation of the function D”KPx at all points of the uniform mesh 
ef := (e;),“_ _ oo, 8; := k+N, VkEZ, 
which is either identical with (if v = 1) or finer than the mesh 8. 
As in Section 2 we let + := Px, c := S’x, and y := s+. According to (1 .l) and (2.3) D”Kcp has 
the Fourier coefficients 
6, := al”‘):= i”-‘k” sign (k)yk = i”-‘k” sign (k)rkck, VkE Z. (3.1) 
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On the other hand, it is well known that the trigonometric polynomial of degree n’ interpolating 
D”K+ on 8’ (and normalized by a real n’th coefficient if vN is even) is 
5 d,e’!‘, (3.2) 
k= -_n’ 
where the prime at the summation symbol indicates that the terms with indices f n’ have weight t 
if vN is even, and where due to (2.7) 
d, := d:“’ := F aktjvN, VkEH. (3.3) 
j=--a, 
Note that d := ( dk) E II:,, and that the sequence 
y := (D”K+)(8’) := ((D”K+)(&))k”_-, E lT,R, (3.4) 
is obtained by evaluating (3.2) on 0’, which can be done with the FFT: 
y =c$d. (3.5) 
Theoretically, the problem of evaluating D”K+ on 8’ is solved by (3.1), (3.3), and (3.5). 
However, we can replace the infinite sum in (3.3) by a relation that involves an infinite sum of 
terms independent of C#L Moreover, for spline interpolation operators P we will be able to 
compute this sum analytically. 
According to (3.1), (3.3) and the periodicity of c 
dk=ukck, VkEZ, (3.6) 
with 
Kk := Kim’ := i”-1 E (k +jyN)“’ sign(k +jvN)rk+jvN, VkEB. (3.7) 
j=-00 
Here the sum converges absolutely since P( IIt) c W”. In view of c E Tit c IIs, and d E II:,, 
we have K E II!,. Obviously irnelK E II$ too, so that 
K_k = ii,‘ =(-1)“‘-‘IQ, VkEh. (3 8 
By (2.5) and (3.7) we also get 
KjN=O, VjEZ. (3.9) 
Finally, due to (2.6) and (3.7) 
Kj,n= 0, VjEB, if m and N are even. (3.10) 
We summarize our results in 
Theorem 3.1. Lei m >, 0 and assume that P: II; + W” is a linear operator satisfying conditions 
(S), (T), and (U); call the associated attenuation factors ?k. 
Then, for any x E II: the sequence y [specified in (3.4)] of values which the mth derivative of the 
conjugate approximation function KPx attains on the uniform mesh 8’ can be computed according to 
c :=9&,x, and (3.5)-(3.7). Only two fast Fourier transforms (of length N and vN, respectively) are 
needed, provided the factors Kkr which depend only on P, N, u, and m, have been precomputed. 
Since K E II:,, evaluating (3.7) is only necessary for k = 1, . . . , n’. 
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Remark. The second algorithm presented in [17, Section 61 for the evaluation of the conjugate 
trigonometric interpolant on even or odd mesh points could be extended to D”KPx if and only 
if IC~=K,_~, k=l,..., n - 1. (N even and v = 1 are required anyway.) However, this case is of 
little practical interest. 
Gautschi [13] extended the attenuation factor theory also to the case where values x:” := 
D’X(B,), j= l,..., q - 1, of the first q - 1 derivatives of XE C9-’ are given in addition to the 
function values xi” := x := X( 8,). We consider an operator P: (If;)" --* @" (m a 0) associating 
with the given data x”= (x”‘),4_; a function $ = Px E W". (Here x(j) = (xi-“)?= _ o. E II:, 
j=O >.a., q - 1.) If P i s mear and translation invariant [defined by a natural extension of 1’ 
condition (T)], then there exist attenuation factors rk,, such that the Fourier coefficients 
y := ( yk) :=9+ of + satisfy 
q-1 
yk = c TV, jc:i), Vk E Z, (3.11) 
j=O 
where c(j):=(cy)):=FNx (j). To evaluate D”K$J on the mesh 8’ we can again make use of (1.1) 
and (3.3)-(3.5). By separating the infinite sum that is independent of the data we now get in 
analogy to (3.5)-(3.7) 
y := K@‘) =qN1d, (3.12) 
q--l 
d, := c I&;+$), Vk E Z, (3.13) 
j=O 
'k,J 
(m):=jm-l ; (k + IvN)” sign(k+ lvN)Tk+,,,,j, 
I=-00 
VkEB, j=O ,..., q-l. (3.14) 
4. Attenuation factors of the conjugate function 
With respect to the basis 
hence they commute. (The 
Consequently, KP satisfies 
factors -i sign(k) 7k, which 
{ eiks }Tx _ o. of L, the operators K and E are both diagonal, and 
same is true for D, but D does not map L, or @ into itself.) 
(T) also, and in fact, according to (3.1) KP has the attenuation 
relate ck and 6,. 
However, are there also attenuation faCtOn ~1 which allOW us to reconstruct 6, from dk? This 
would mean that there is a translation invariant operator P' such that for any x E ILIE 
KPx =P'y, where y:= (KPx)(t?'). (4.1) 
From the diagram 
c={ck} El&&= {yk} El, 
$.Q , T.--is&(k) (4.2) 
d={d,} E~$b={&} EII 
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we see immediately that TL must satisfy 71~~ = -i sign( k)rk. Using (2.5) and (3.9) we thus 
obtain parts (i) and (ii) of the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. (i) The Fourier coefficients 6, of KPx are (for arbitrary data x E II:) reconstructible 
from the DFT coefficients d, if and only if 
Kk = 0, k#O =rs T/,=0, (4.3) 
or, equivalently, if and only if 
K~=O, kf0 (mod N) 3 r/,=0. (4.4) 
(ii) If (4.3) holds, then 
8, = Tidk, Qk E h, (4.5) 
where 
sign( k ) 7k 
‘k 
‘:= -i sign(k): = o. if Kk#O, (4.6) 
C @(k +jvN)rk+jrN 
while r; can be chosen arbitrarily if Kk = 0. 
(iii) If (4.3) and (4.6) hold and if we choose rd := 1, Y’,,~ := 0 if j # 0, and r; = rYk as an 
arbitrary real number in all other cases where ~~ = 0, then the sequence { r; } is the sequence of 
attenuation factors of a linear operator P’: lYI:n + @ satisfying (S), (T), (U), and (4.1). 
Proof. There remains to prove (iii). It is easy to verify that (2.5) implies (U) and (2.6) implies (S). 
Moreover, it follows readily from (4.6) that pi = 71-k. 
Of particular interest would be the case where P’ = P. It is characterized in 
Theorem 4.2. Assume (4.3) and v = 1, and choose r; := rk if Kk = 0. Then TL = rk, Qk E Z if and 
only if 
rk#O with k=k,+l,N, O<k,<N, l,>,O, (4.7) 
implies 
r/N-k, =rko_,N=O, l=l,2 )..., (4.8) 
and 
rk,+jN = 'k,+jN . (4.9) 
j=O j=-* 
Proof. Assume r/, = 7;. According to (4.3) 7/, # 0 implies Kk # 0 if k f 0, and by (4.6) one then 
has 
sign(k) = E sign( k +jN)Tk+,N. (4.10) 
j=-m 
Here, in contrast to the left-hand side, the right-hand side does not change if we replace k # 0 by 
k - IN with sign( k - lN) = -sign(k). So, (4.10) only holds either for k or for k - IN. Hence, 
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(4.7) implies (4.8) and (4.10) simply becomes (4.9). On the other hand, if for some k f 0 
satisfying (4.7) the relations (4.8) and (4.9) hold, then (4.10) is satisfied for this k (with rx f 0), 
and thus TV = r; by (4.6). Moreover, if r/, = 0, then r: = 0 due to (4.6) (if K~ f 0) or by definition 
(if K~ = 0). Thus, 7; = rk, Vk # 0. Finally, rd = 70 = 1, cf. (2.5). 
Note that P’ = P requires r,,+jN = 0, Vj E Z, if N . 1s even. In fact, (4.7) with k, = n contradicts 
(4.9). This leads to the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.3. If N is even, then 
P’ = P. 
Proof. If P is interpolary, (2.8) 
yields a contradiction. 
there is no interpolation operator P sati.sjjGng (S), (T), (U), and 
holds. However, P = P’ would imply T,,+~~ = 0, Vj E Z, which 
For odd N the operator P associated to trigonometric interpolation satisfies (S), (T), (U), and 
P’ = P, cf. Example 5.1 below. 
5. Examples of interpolation operators P 
Example 5.1. Interpolation by a trigonometric polynomial T of degree n = 1 N/2] (and normal - 
ized by a vanishing sin nt term if N is even). The attenuation factors are rk = 1 if 1 k 1 -c N/2, 
rk = 0 if 1 k 1 > N/2, and, if N is even, r,, = i. In the case Y = 1 we get for N and m even 
(m) = 
Kk 
i 
0 if k = 0 (mod n), 
1 .m-l sign( k,)k,” if k=kO (mod N), 1 < lkol <n, 
while for N odd, or N even and m odd, 
Cm) = 
Kk 
i 
0 if k 5 0 (mod N), 
1 ‘m-1 sign( k,) k,” if k=k,, (mod N), 1 < lkol <n. 
Finally, assuming m = 0 and v = 1 we get for N even: 7; = rk if I k I # n, but 7; n = 0, and hence 
P’ # P. On the other hand, P’ # P if N is odd. 
Example 5.2. Interpolation by a periodic spline function SN.Zr of even order 2r, i.e. odd degree 
2r - 1 (r > 1). For any x E IT; the interpolating spline function S := SN.2r = Px is defined by 
SE C2r-2, S(0) =x, D”S(t) = 0, vt 4 8. (5.1) 
The associated attenuation factors are T,, = 1, 7/N = 0 (Vj # 0), and 
rk = 
1 
E (1 + jN/k)-2’ -I, 1 VkfO (mod N). (5.2) j=-00 
(See, e.g., [13], Example 5.1.) In terms of the functions 
G,(Z):= j=~,($--)m+l, Vz4B, m=O, 1,2 ,... 
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introduced by Ehlich [12] and further investigated by Gautschi [13] these factors can be written 
TV = l/q_i(zk), where zk := k/N, Vk f 0 (mod N). (5.3) 
Gautschi [13, Proposition 2.21 has shown that explicitly 
u(J(z) = nz cot Trz, 
em(z) = ( &)m+14,_i(cos Tz), m=l,2,..., (5.4a) 
where qm_l is a polynomial of degree m - 1 that is recursively defined by 
400) := 1, 
l-t2 
q,(t) := tq,-10) + mq;-i(t). I = 1, 2,. . . (5.4b) 
q, is even (odd) if m is even (odd). 
In view of (3.7) and 
?k+jvN = 
2r 
’ 
q2r-2boS 7Tzk) 
= (+--rrTk= (iy;+k)2’Tk. (5.5) 
we get for 1~ k < vN, 0 < 1 f 2r - 2, 
Ki’)=i’-‘k’Tk 1 +$+/_i(z;) - (-1)$‘2,_,-,(-z;)], [ (5.6) 
where 
z; := k/vN, Qk E Z, 
+_(z):=,F1(+-)m+‘, VzEC\{-1, -2 ,... }, m=l,2,... . (5 -7) 
Note that a, and I/J, are related by 
%l(z) = 1+ L(z) + L(-z), (5 -8) 
so that there is no need to evaluate $J,( -2) directly. It is also easy to verify that Proposition 2.1 
in [13] and its proof hold for the functions \cI,,, too, 
L+,(z) =knt4 - y$W~ VzEC\{-1, -2 ,... }, m=l,2 ,... . 
However, these functions are not elementary. In fact, 4, is closely connected with the 
polygamma function 4 (m) [l, Section 6.41, which is the mth derivative of the psi function [l, 
Section 6.3; 25, Vol. 1, p. 121 defined by 
q(z) := -& log r(z) = $& V’zEC\{O, -1, -2 ,... }, 
where F denotes the gamma function. For z # 0, - 1, - 2,. . . 
hP7w = z m+l,co(z +jjwmel _ 1 = (-‘Jm+l zm+l+(m)(Z) _ 1. m! 
According to the recurrence formula for 4”“’ [l], 
JI’“‘( z + 1) = JI’“‘( z) + ( - l)mm!z-M-l, 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
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we finally get 
\c/,(z) = (-l)I”” Zm+*lj/(m)(Z + l), vz E C\{ -1, -2 ,... }. (5.11) 
This formula is more convenient than (5.9) since we have to apply it for z = z; E (0, i), k = 
1 ,***, nv - 1 and $(“‘) has a pole of order m + 1 at z = 0. Luke [25, Vol. 1, p. 28; Vol. 2, p. 3011 
describes how to obtain expansions for 4 (m) for the interval [3.0, 4.01 in terms of Chebyshev 
polynomials and lists the corresponding coefficients for m = 0,. . _ (6. We may use these expan- 
sions together with (5.6) and (5.8)-(5.10) to compute K~, k = 1,. . . , [ vN/2], efficiently. 
Example 5.3. Interpolation by a periodic spline S := SN,2r+l of odd order 2r + 1, i.e. even degree 
2r (r > 0, but 7 E I, only if r 2 1). In order to keep property (S) of P, one has to choose the 
knots midway between the mesh points Bkr 
s E c2r-i, S(6) = x, DZr+‘S(t) = 0 if t - i0, @ 8. (5.12) 
By a derivation paralleling the one for odd degree splines in [13] and in the previous example we 
obtain instead of (5.2) to (5.6): 
r/, = E (-l)‘(l +jN/k)-2’-1 -’ = cG’(z,), Vk f 0 (mod N), 1 (5.13) /=-m 
qJz> := E (-l)‘( $),,l= ( -&)-+l&(cos az), 
j--m 
VZCE B, m=o, l,..., 
q&) := 1, q,(t) := t&,(t) + qp;_,(t,, 1= 1,2,..., 
rk+/vN =(-l)“(~~~+k)2~+1~k, V’kfO (mod N), 
(5.14a) 
(5.14b) 
(5.15) 
[1+ (-l>‘#,,_,(z;) + {1- (-l)‘>&-,(%> 
-(-l)““$,,J-z;) - ((-l)‘- (-1)‘+‘]~2,-,(-:;;)]~ 
, 0<1<2r-1, r>,l. (5.16) 
According to (5.2) ?k > 0, Vk f 0 (mod N) in the odd degree case. Here, by writing (5.13) as 
an alternating series with monotonically decreasing terms, one concludes that 7/, > 0 for 
1 k 1 < N. However, (5.15) shows that 7,‘ < 0 if 1 1 k I/N] is odd. 
Example 5.4. Piecewise cubic interpolation. For x E II; we define + = Px E @ by +(t) = pj( t) 
for all t E [e,, 0,+i], where pj is the cubic polynomial satisfying pj(6k) = xk, k =j - 1, j, j + 1, 
j + 2. The corresponding attenuation factors are [13, Example 5.21 
Tk=(%jl[l++tr,)‘], VkGZ\{O}. (5.17) 
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A short calculation yields for 1 < k -C vN 
(0) = _ i ‘ln =‘k 
Kk (. i 712 4{1+~l(Z;)-~~~-z;)+:(~zk~2[1+~l~z;)-i/il(-Z;)i]~ k 
(5.18) 
Example 5.5. Interpolation by a periodic spline S := SN,2r,q of order 2r and deficiency q 
(1 < q G r ) is defined by 
SEC ) 2r-1-q D’,S(B)=x”‘, j=O ,..., q-l, 
D’S(t)=O, VteO. (5.19) 
From its attenuation factors given by Gautschi [13, Example 5.61 one can see that it is again 
possible to sum up the infinite series in (3.14) analytically and to express it in terms of values 
Ic/,( z;) and #,( -zL) of the functions qr defined by (5.7). 
6. Examples of noninterpolary operators based on smoothing 
As is well known, a periodic function C#I E L,[O, 2711 can be smoothed by convolution with a 
suitable even weight or window function WE @, 
6 := W* 9, i.e. ij(t)=/2rW(t-s)r#+) ds, V’tElR. (6.1) 
0 
The Fourier coefficients y :=F+, 7 := 96, and w :=SW’ of the given, the smoothed, and the 
window function, respectively, are then related by multiplication 
i$=‘+Yk, VkEh. (6.2) 
A great number of window functions have been proposed in the mathematical and in the 
engineering literature [5,22,24,26,32]. Although most of these smoothing processes have originally 
been designed for the modification of partial sums of slowly converging Fourier series, they are 
in practice often applied to trigonometric interpolants too. 
A very different approach has led to smoothing by spline functions [3,9,11,29,30,31,34,35], 
which in the case of periodic data on an equispaced mesh can be treated with nearly the same 
formalism, however. In fact it turns out to be a special case of smoothing the data x E IIf: by 
convolution with a weight or window sequence w E II; n II:: 
N 
Z:=w*x, i.e. xk= c wk-jxj, VkEB. (6.3) 
The DFT coefficients c := FNx, 2: :=&,Z, and w := FNw of the given data, the smoothed data 
and the weight sequence, respectively, are related by multiplication too [8]: 
& = W&k, VkEZ. (6.4) 
In contrast to (6.2) the sequence w is periodic here. 
If we either apply the smoothing process (6.1) to an image + := Px of P or define 6 := P( w * x) 
as the image of smoothed data, DmK+ has the Fourier coefficients 
6, := a:“‘) := i”-‘k”‘sign( k ) wkTkc,, Vk E Z. (6.5) 
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By substituting Fk := w,Qrk we see that in both cases smoothing is equivalent to using a 
(noninterpolatory) operator ?, instead of P. This implies that we can evaluate DmKs on the grid 
19’ again with the algorithm of Section 3. 
Example 6.1. Cesaro and Lanczos smoothing. The Ith Cesaro or Fejer sum uses wk := 1 - 1 k I// 
if 1 k 1 < I. The Lanczos factors [24] are defined by ok := sin( kT//)/( kT/f) if 1 k I < 1. In both 
cases ok := 0 for I k ) > 1. For the application to the trigonometric interpolant one chooses I := n 
or n + 1. The corresponding window functions as well as comparisons with other windows are 
given in [32]. 
Example 6.2. Smoothing by spline functions was proposed by Schoenberg [34], generalized by 
Anselone and Laurent [3], and further developed mainly by Reinsch [11,29,30,31] and Wahba 
[9,35]. Given the space 
H’ := { X E C’-’ : D’-‘X abs. cont., D’X E L, } (6.6) 
with the semi-norm 
J: X-J(X) := ]]D’X]] 2 (6.7) 
( 11 . I] 2 is the L,-norm), the periodic smoothing spline SNqZrip of degree 2r - 1 may be defined as 
the solution of the minimization problem 
minimize {J’(X)+pR(X): XEH’}, (6.8) 
where p > 0 is a (fixed) parameter and 
R(X) :=; 5 [X(8,) -xk]* 
k=l 
(6.9) 
is the mean-square interpolation error. It is well known [3,34] that SN.?r;p is actually a spline 
function of degree 2r - 1 satisfying (5.la) and (5.1~). Moreover, SN,2r;P is known to be also the 
solution of the restricted minimization problem 
minimize {J*(X): XE H’, R(X) GO}. (6.10) 
If 5 denotes the minimum value that R attains on the set of polynomials of degree r - 1, then 
there belongs to every u E (0, a) a positive value of p such that SN,2r;p is the solution of (6.10). 
The relationship between u and p is explicitly known in the form u = [F(p)]*, where F is a 
convex strictly decreasing function. Newton’s iteration applied to l/F(p) - u-i/* = 0 allows one 
to solve it for p very efficiently (l/F is concave) [30]. An appropriate choice of p on the basis of 
statistical evidence was proposed by Wahba [35] and Craven and Wahba [9]. 
To compute the smoothing spline and its conjugate function we still have to determine the 
coefficients wk needed in (6.4) and (6.5). The attenuation factor theory yields the following short 
derivation. (With more effort the same formu@ can be derived from the general theory [11,30], 
cf. [9].) First, we get for every spline function + E P(IIE) 
J2(6) = 11 dj 11; = c k*‘r; ) c”k 1 *. 
kf0 
Since Z E II;, relations (2.5), (5.5), (5.2), and (6.4) yield 
N-l 
J’(i) = 1 k2’TkWlf. 1 ck 1 *. 
k=l 
(6.11) 
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Second, due to Parseval’s theorem for the DFT [8] and (6.4), 
N-l N-l 
k=O k=O 
Hence, 
N-l 
J’(+)+d(6)= c [k2rrkW;+d1--k)2] Ic l*, 
k=O 
and this quadratic form attains its minimum iff 
w,=p/(p+k2’r,), k=O )...) N-l. 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
Summarizing we get 
Theorem 6.1. To compute for some m 2 0 the mth derivative DmKSN,2,;p of the conjugate function of 
the smoothing spline SN,2r;p on the mesh 8’ one applies the algorithm of Theorem 3.1 except that 
c :=.FFnx must be modified according to (6.4), where w E II; is given by (6.14). The factors rk and 
rcim) are the same as in Example 5.2. 
7. Optimal@ of the conjugate function of a periodic spline 
In this section we assume that the periodic sequence x E II: consists of values xk = X( 8,) of 
a given function X, which for some r 2 1 belongs to the Sobolev space H’ defined by (6.6) and 
the norm X- ] X] := (X, X)1/2 based on the inner product 
(X, Y) := ,co i2”(D’X)( t)(D;Y)(t) dt = i (D’X, D’Y),. (7.1) 
j-0 
[Here (-, - )* denotes the inner product in L,. Another possible inner product in H’ is 
(X, Y) := (D’X, D’Y), + /X(s) ds . jY( t) dt.] We make also use of the semi-norm J defined by 
(6.7). Our aim is to point out that several optimality criterions for spline interpolants extend 
naturally to their conjugate functions. The result could be extended to splines with unequal 
deficiencies, cf. [31]. We start with the optimality in the sense of Sard and Schoenberg [33] of the 
spline SN,2r,q (cf. Ex. 5.5); the case CJ = 1 corresponds to SN,2r of Example 5.2. 
Theorem 7.1. Among all approximations to the functional XE H’ ti (D”KX)( t) (with fixed 
O<m<r-1, tEW) thatareoftheform 
L,(x) := 5 i lkj( t)(D’-‘x)( 8,) (7.2) 
k=l j=l 
(where 1 < q d r) the one based on replacing X by SN,2r,q is optimal in the following sense: 
sup{ ](D”KX)(t)-L,(X)]/J(X):XEH’, J(X)#O} 
is minimal iff L,( X) = (D”‘KSN,2,,,)( t). 
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Proof. We only verify that the assumptions of the abstract approach to spline functions as 
introduced by At&a, Anselone, and Laurent (see [3] and references given there) and those of 
Reinsch’s elegant proof of the corresponding optimality criterion [31] hold. In fact, H’ is a 
Hilbert space (namely, a subspace of codimension r of the corresponding Sobolev space of 
nonperiodic functions defined on [0, 2n]), and the functionals 
X-, (D’X)(&), j=O ,..., q-1, k=l,..., N, (7.3) 
and 
X e (D”KX)( t), O<m<r-1, fE[W, (74 
are bounded: If 5 = F-X, then 1 D’X( 0,) 1 and ) (DjKX)( t) ] are both bounded by 
I~oI+k~olk~~kl G &I+ c k2’l&l 
I k#O 
2]1’2[ ;ok2,-2r]“2 
G II XII 2 + IID’X II 2 LX(2.j - 2r)]“2 
G II XII [X(2j - 2r)]“2, (7.5) 
where { denotes Riemann’s zeta function. Moreover, the kernel of the mapping D’: H’ + L, 
(consisting of all constant functions) and the kernels of the functionals (7.3) have only the zero 
function in common. Consequently, relation (12) in [31] implies Theorem 7.1. 
Reinsch [31] also pointed out that the optimality in the sense of Goiomb and Weinberger [16] 
and the related optimality criterion for smoothing splines hold still for abstract splines. In the 
first case only those XE H’ with preassigned 
(D’X)(&)=x:“, j=O ,..., q, k=l,..., N (7.6) 
are considered, and we have to assume that no constant function X satisfies (7.6). Then, the 
general theory yields the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.2. The approximation of D”KX by DmKSN.2,,q is also optimal in the sense that for fixed 
tandm (O<m<r-1) 
A 
i_yiR sup{ I(D”KX)(t) -A,,,I/J(X): XE H’, (7.6) holds} 
is attained for (and on/y for) A,., = (D”KS,,,,,,)( t). 
In the second case we define in generalization of (6.9) 
N q-l 
R(X) := c 1 YQ,[D’X(B,) - Xii’]‘, 
k=l j=O 
where the 7~~~~ are fixed positive weights. The smoothing spline SN,2r,q;pr which is again defined 
as the unique solution of the minimization problem (6.8), then satisfies the following optimality 
criterion [31]. 
Theorem 7.3. If t and m (0 < m < r - 1) are fixed, 
A 
,!fiR ~~~~l(D”KX)(t)-n,,~I/[/‘(x)+PR(X)]1’2 
is attained for (and on/y for) A,,, = (DmKS,,2,,,,,)( t). 
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Finally, we point out three additional properties following immediately from J(X) = J( KX) 
and from three well-known theorems on spline functions, namely the first integral relation, the 
minimum norm property, and the best approximation property [2, pp. 155-159; 10; 331. 
Theorem 7.4. For S := SN,2r,q and for every X E H’ fulfilling the interpolation conditions (7.6) the 
relations 
J’(KX) =J’(KS) +J2(KX- KS), J(KS) <JJ(KX), 
hold, and, if $ is a spline function satisfying the first and the last condition in (5.19), one has 
J(KX- KS) Q J(KX- KS). 
8. Functions with jump singularities at mesh points; a basis for the space of functions conjugate to 
spiines 
We assume that X is a 2a-periodic function having an absolutely continuous derivative of 
order r - 1 in each subinterval (8,, 6,+ r) and jumps 
Aim) := D”‘X( 6, + 0) - DmX( 6, - 0), m = 0,. . . , r - 1, 
at the mesh points 8,, - cc < k -C 00; moreover, we suppose that D’X E L2. To take these jumps 
into account we apply a well-known technique [12,15]: Consider the 2n-periodic real functions 
tER, mEZ+, 
where in case m = 1 the sum has to be understood as a principal value. In real notation, 
H*,-l(f) = 
H,,(t) = ‘-fl”’ E =$ lEj!+. 
k=l 
These functions are related to the Bernoulli polynomials B, [l, p. 8041: 
H,(t) = “2,-i Bm( if;;) for t E (0, 27). 
(8.la) 
(&lb) 
(8.2) 
H,(t) = (t-I)/ if 0 < t < HIT. Obviously, DH, = H,_, for m > 2, and D”-‘H,(t) = H,(t) 
if t/27r 4 Z. Since HI has jumps of height - 1 at the points 2qk and H,“(t) = 0 elsewhere, we 
conclude that 
N-l r-l 
H(t) :=X(t) + c c A’,m’H,,,+,(t - 6,) 
k=Q m=O 
(8.3) 
lies in the space H’ defined in by (6.6) and (7.1). Hence, the results of Section 7 suggest to 
approximate H by the spline function S := SN,2r (or by the deficient spline function S := SN,2r,r_, 
if D”X(8, + 0) is given in addition to A$“‘, 1 < m < r - 1). Then, KSN,2r can be evaluated on the 
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grid 0’ as described in Theorem 1 and Example 5.2 (or Example 5.5, respectively). There only 
remains the problem to compute the conjugate function of the sum in (8.3). 
When transformed into the space of Fourier coefficients, K and the shift operator E are both 
infinite diagonal matrices, cf. (1.1) and (8.11) below. Hence, they commute, and therefore, the 
conjugate function of KkH,: t e H,(t - Bk) is EmkG,,,: t c-) G,(t - ok), where 
G,,,:=KH,,,, m>, 1. (8.4) 
In view of (8.1) 
G2,(t)- (-‘,“+I f T, 1~z+. (8.5) 
k=l 
In particular, G,,, is even (odd) if m is odd (even), DG, = G,_i if m 2 2, and 
Dm-lGm(t)=Gl(t)=-l log 12sin:tI if +t/aOZ. 
Tr 
Therefore, these functions G, could be evaluated by integration if m 2 2: 
G/(t) = /o’G,,-h) ds> 
Gz,+l(t) = ~‘G,,(s) ds + +{(21+ I), IE B+. 
(8.6) 
(8.7) 
Finally, since H has been approximated by S 
N-l r-l 
KX(t) = KS(t) - c c L$*‘G,,,+,(t - 6,). 
k=O m=O 
(8.8) 
For the error of this approximation, the bounds given in Section 9 below will hold with X 
replaced by H. 
Another way to handle the given problem is to modify the DFT coefficients c = sNX( 0) 
instead of modifying X. In fact, since the aliasing formula (2.7) holds whenever the Fourier series 
converges at each 8,, the discrete Fourier coefficients of H, (m 2 1) are just 
(FNHW7te))O= ( y[(m)/n(iN)m if m isodd, 
if m is even, 
(.&&,,(e>)k= 2n(i:)&,_i(k/N)’ ‘+I,..., N-1. 
(8.9) 
(For m = 1 these coefficients deviate from Ehlich’s [12], who defines H,(O) := - i.) By (8.5) we 
obtain similarly 
(%NGWIte’))O= { y[(m)/nGuj$T)m if m is even, 
if m is odd, 
@kG&% = 2T(iik)” 
(8.10) 
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Moreover, as is well known, for E defined by (2.2b) 
[~~(E-‘~~)(B)]k=e.-2”i’k/N[~~Hm(e)],, 
[~N(~-‘~,)(B’)]k=e-2ni”‘/N[~NGm(B’)]k. (8.11) 
[Note that (E-‘G,)( f3’) = I?-“( G,,,( 0’)) if at right E is defined by (2.2a).] 
Formulas (8.9)-(8.11) allow one to compute the discrete Fourier transforms RN and sVN of 
the sums in (8.3) and (8.8), respectively. So, the singularities could also be taken into account by 
modifying FN X( 0). 
Finally, we recall the well-known fact that the functions 
&o(t): = 1, 
$,(t):=(E-k-1)H2r(t)=H2,(f-fJk)-H2r(t), k=l,...,N-1, 
are a basis of the space YN,2, of periodic spline functions SN,2r of order 2r with knots on 8. 
Equation (1.1) shows that the kernel of K consists of all constant functions. Consequently, the 
functions 
K+,=(E-k-1)G2r, k=l,,.., N-l, (8.12) 
are a basis of the conjugate space K9’N,2r. 
9. Error bounds and asymptotic convergence 
Error bounds for spline interpolation are a well covered subject, see [2,12,14,15,28,36]. Some 
of these results also apply to the conjugate function of a spline, in particular, those that are based 
on a term by term estimate of the Fourier series of the error X - Px. We do not attempt to cover 
this subject completely, but we present some examples of such estimates. 
For X E L, let 5 =9X E I, be the Fourier coefficients of X. We generalize the definition (6.6) 
of H” to arbitrary real s > 3: 
I?:= {XE~:(lkl”lSkl)km__mE12}, (9.la) 
but we use again only a semi-norm: 
i 
l/2 
11 x II H’ := E P12”15k12 
1 
* (9.lb) 
k=-cc 
Similarly, @’ is now defined for arbitrary s >, 0: 
@‘:= {XE@:( Jkl”l<,I),“=_,El,}, (9.2a) 
II XII w:= 5 lkl”lt,cl- (9.2b) 
k=-co 
(Here, let I k ( ’ := 1, Vk E il.) Trivially, a0 = @, @” c W’ if 0 d s’ < s, and @” c H” C H”” if 
i < s” d s. For every integer m E [0, s], X E H” implies D”X E L,, and X E @” implies D”X = 
X E @ a.e.; so, I( D”X II o1 is well defined for X E @“, and 
IID”XIl,< IIXIJQm< IIXII,~, 0~~4s. (9.3) 
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IfXEHS(s>+)andO<c<s-:,then 
c )k)s-r-1’2&] Q (1 l~l”lS*li)1’2( c ]k]-i-2’)1’2< cc. 
k+O k#O k#O 
Consequently, @” c H” C @s--r-1/2 [14, p. 481 and, if S,., is Kronecker’s symbol, 
(9.4) 
II x II CD-c-“2 - 4,c+1,2 160 1 < 11 x 11 H” [25(1 + 24] 1’2- (9.5) 
We also conclude that in the definition of H” the restriction X E Q, is not essential: every X E L, 
with ( I k I ’ I t& I) E I, for some s > i satisfies ( I & I) E I, and is therefore a.e. equal to an element 
of H”. 
The following simple lemma, which is an immediate consequence of (1.1) motivates our 
interest in the spaces H” and @“. 
Lemma 9.1. K( L2) C L,, K( H”) c H” (s > i), and K(W) c W (r 2 0). The corresponding 
operator norms of K equal 1: 11 I( 11 2= 11 K 1) HS = )I K 11 @’ = 1. Moreover, 11 KX 11 HI = 11 X 11 H” 
(VXEH~) and IIKXII.,= IIXIIQr (VXEW) ifr>O. 
(Note that since on the orthogonal complement of the kernel of K our semi-norms are actually 
norms, I] K ]I ,,.r and ]I K (I@, are both well-defined.) 
Lemma 9.1 implies that in any of the three norms any known error bound for X- Px is also 
an error bound for KX- KPx. In particular, this applies to mean convergence, i.e. to the 
L,-norm of the error. For X, $J E H” and 0 < m < s one has clearly 
]]D”KX-D”K+]],i IID”X--D”$JIJ,< Ilx-$IlH5. (9.6) 
If m = s ( > 0), equality holds. Error bounds and asymptotic estimates for )I D”X - DmSN,2, 11 2
were established by Golomb [14, Section 81. For example, if r >, 1,0 < m < 2r - 1, m + : < s d 2r 
and XE H”, then [14, (8.14)] 
]I D”X - DmSN,2, ]I 2 < 2s+2 [1 + 3(2s - 2m - 1)-1’2] N”-” ]I X ]I H’ 
= O(NmwS) as N+ cc, 
while for X E H’ [14, Theorem 8.21 
(9.7) 
IID’X- D’SN,2r]]: = ]]DrX]]: - ]]D’SN,2,]Iz = o(1) as N --, cc. (9.8) 
Assuming X E C’ or even XE C2’ Werner and Schabak [36, pp. 166-1691 gave simple but 
improved bounds for ]I X - SN,Zr,q ]I 2, 1 < q < r, which could be generalized to derivatives of the 
error. 
To estimate the rate of uniform convergence we assume X, $J E @“, s - : > m 2 0 and apply 
Lemma 9.1 and the inequalities (9.3) and (9.5) to KX- K$. In (9.5) &, is replaced by 
- i sign (O)[ &, - yo] = 0. Hence, we get 
Lemma9.2. AssumeX, +EW,O<m<s-it, undlete:=s-m-i. Then 
))D”KX- D”K+ ]I o. < I] KX- K+ 1) ,+m < )I X- $I (1 H’ [25(1 + 2~)] 1’2. 
For example, if we suppose m + t < s < 2r and apply Lemma 9.2 with s replaced by m + 1, 
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we may use estimate (9.7) (with m replaced by m + 1) to obtain 
]]D”KX- D”KSN,2, ]I b. f I( X- SN,2r ]I Hm+13-1’271 
<2 s+23-1/2~ [1 + 3(2s - 2m - 3)-1’2] Nm-S+’ 1) X ]I H$ 
= G( Nm-S+l). (9.9) 
However, both for X E CP and XE H” this error bound is not of the optimal order. Better 
bounds are obtained by adapting Golomb’s estimates of the maximum error of spline inter- 
polants [14, Sections 6 and 71 to the conjugate function. Instead of presenting these calculations 
in detail we only state the basic ideas and some of the intermediate results. 
Let bP := SN,2r be the spline function interpolating X(t) := eiP’. Since ck = aP,[, k = I (mod N), 
(2.3) and (5.5) yield 
b,(t) = YE ‘,+kN 
ei(p+ kN)r 
k=-a, 
(9.10) = rP E (1 + ~N/P)-~~ eiCpfkNjr, p f 0 (mod N), 
k=-m 
where 7P=[u2r_l(~/N)]-1. Hence, for m=0,...,2r-2, 
D”Kb,(t) = -i(ip)“rP 2 sign(p + kN)(l + kN/p)m-2rei(p+kN)f. (9.11) 
k=-cc 
Obviously, bP+ kN = b,, = -b, and b,(t) = 1. So, we can concentrate on 0 < p -C N. A term by 
term estimate in (9.11) leads to the following analogue of Lemmata 6.1 and 6.2 in [14]. (For the 
proof of /$“’ < 3 see [14, pp. 37-391.) 
Lemma9.3. If O<p<Nand O<m<2r-2, 
(I D”Kb, I( m < ~l.“/-$~’ < 3/J”, 
where j34”” := 0 and 
,&“‘):= g ]l+kN//.~,“‘“-~’ P 
k=-w i 
E [l+kN//~]-2’, O<E”<N. 
k=-m 
In particular, I( Kb, II Q, < 1. 
Remark. Note that D2r-1 Kb, is unbounded at t = 27/N if p f 0 (mod N), as can be seen from 
(9.11). Therefore, in Lemma 9.3 and in the following results m has to be limited to 0 < m G 2r - 2, 
while in [14] the case m = 2r - 1 is included. 
Lemma 9.4. If 0 < p < N, 0 q m < 2r - 2, and X(t) = eipr, 
]]D”KX- D”KbP II m < jP$“) < 22r+2~2r~PNm-2r, 
where ai”‘) := 0 and 
% (“‘):= c { ]l+kN/~]m-2’+[1+kN/~]-2’ 
kt0 
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Proof. The coefficient of eiP’ in the Fourier series of D”KX - D”K& is according to (9.11), (2.8), 
and (5.5) 
-i(ip)“(l - 7,) = -i(ii)m C 7P+kN 
k#O 
= -i(ip)mTP C (1 + /cN/~)-~‘. 
k#O 
Hence, (9.11) yields the asserted uniform bound prn~bm). For the explicit estimate of a;“‘) leading 
to the inequality on the right-hand side, see [14, pp. 39-411. However, our factor 7P = 
l/U,,_,(~/N) = l/C(l + kN/p)-2’ is an improvement of Golomb’s bound in his Lemma 6.3. 
q 
Now, we may proceed as in Section 7 of [14]. For arbitrary X = F ‘5 E @ 
s N,2r = E <.&k = NC’ ckb, , (9.12) 
k=-cc k=O 
where ck = C,$ k+jN (k E h) are the DFT coefficients as before. Applying this to a trigonometric 
polynomial 2 of degree M < N - 1 we get by Lemma 9.4 for m = 0,. . . ,2r - 2 
IIDmK~-DmK~~,2,11m~22’+2Nm-2r f Tkk2’Itklr (9.13) 
k= -M 
cf. Lemma 7.1 in [14]. On the other hand, for XE W (s 2 0) Lemma 9.3 and (9.12) imply 
II &,2r II m =s i i’tkl = IIxil’DO, (9.14a) 
k=-m 
IID”~N,,&,~~ i? lki”k%i =311XIlv, O<m<rnin{s,2r-2}, (9.14b) 
k=-cc 
cf. Lemma 7.2 in [14]. Finally, X may be thought of as the Mth partial sum of the Fourier series 
of XE W. Starting with 
IIDmK(X- SN,2r 11 oo G IID’WX- 2) Il cc 
+ tiDmK@- SN,2r) iI m + 11D”K(3N,2r - sN,2r) iI 00 
and applying (9.13) to the second and (9.14) to the third term at right we get, after some 
calculations (cf. [14], p. 46) and by choosing M := 1 N’/‘] ifn?=sandM:=N-lifm<s,the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 9.5. Assume X =F’t E CD”, 0 < s < 2r, and 0 < m < min{ s, 2r - 2). Then, 
22r+2 Nm/2-r 
t 
c Iki”&l+ c Ikl”&l) 
II D”KX- DmK&2, I] o. < 
IkJ<M Ikl’M 
ifm=sandM:= lN’/“], 
22r+2Nm-S 11 XII es ifm -c s. 
In parficular, as N + a, 
1) D”KX - Dml(S~,2, 11 m = 00) 
ifm=s, 
0( Nm--9) ifm < s. 
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It is also easy to verify that Golomb’s estimate of IJD”‘X- DmSN,Z. 1) tc for XE H” [14, 
Section 91 applies to the conjugate function except when m = 2r - 1. We only cite the resulting 
theorem (cf. [14], (9.8)). 
Theorem 9.6. Assume X E H”, i <s<2r, and O<mmmin{s-+,2r-1). Then, 
11 D”KX - DmKSN,2, II m < IT+* 2s y2;’ 1 1 I/* Nm-s+1’2 11 x II H.T 
=O(N m-s+1/2 ) asN+w. 
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